Introduction
It is common practice to aggregate pixel-level depictions of land-cover change to larger spatial support for use in environmental assessments and modeling studies, where following Dungan et al. (2002) , we define "support" as a spatial unit that is a property of a variable related to analyzing or modeling data. Jones et al. (1997) , for example, compiled changes in normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) over a 20-year period for an environmental assessment of the mid-Atlantic region choosing watersheds as the support because of their logical and intuitive basis on which to make environmental management decisions. Wimberly and Ohmann (2004) investigated relationships between forest land-cover change and various predictor variables at three levels of support, subbasin (4 th -field hydrologic units), watersheds (5 th -field hydrologic units), and subwatersheds (6 th -field hydrologic units). Their choice of support was because hydrologic units provide "a means for linking land cover data with stream processes and aquatic habitats, making our analyses relevant for watershed analysis and restoration efforts" (Wimberly and Ohmann, 2004, p. 638) . Tessellations based on regular spatial units (e.g., 3 ϫ 3 and 5 ϫ 5 km cells) have been used to examine geographic patterns of the impact of land-cover change on nutrient dynamics and breeding bird habitats (Jones et al., 2001;  Assessing Accuracy of Net Change Derived from Land Cover Maps
Stephen V. Stehman and James D. Wickham Wickham et al., 2002) . Counties, census tracts, and provinces have been employed in other studies of landscape dynamics (e.g., Lo and Yang 2002; Smits and Annoni, 1999) . Throughout the ensuing discussion, we will define change as a binary response, not a matter of degree. That is, an individual unit (e.g., pixel or polygon) either changes land-cover type or remains in the same condition. Furthermore, change is determined by what is observed at the two dates chosen (i.e., the endpoints) and does not take into account multiple changes in land-cover that might have occurred in the intervening period between observations. Two types of change, net change and gross change, are distinguished by the spatial extent over which each is defined. Net change is defined as change at an aggregate or landscape level (Fuller, 1999, p. 336) , for example, the difference in total area of forest between two observation dates. Net change does not characterize the spatially explicit character of change of the individual units making up the aggregate, nor does it identify the class-specific origin or fate of gains or losses of each land-cover class. For example, a net loss of 10 percent forest in a support unit could be the result of losing 10 percent of the forest area to urban, losing 5 percent of the forest area to agriculture and 5 percent to urban, or losing 25 percent of the forest area to agriculture offset by a 15 percent gain in forest from agriculture. Gross change addresses change of the individual elements (McDonald, 2003, p. 279; Fuller, 1999) and, therefore, focuses on the class-specific land-cover transitions of individual pixels. The total area and proportion of area represented by the individual pixels changing from forest to agriculture are quantities representing gross change. The spatial support targeted by net versus gross change assessments is an important distinction. Gross change accuracy is typically a per-pixel or per-polygon assessment, whereas net change accuracy typically targets a larger support unit. Stoms (1996) , Johnson et al. (1999) , and Hollister et al. (2004) are examples of accuracy assessments for single date maps in which the support is larger than a pixel or polygon.
For net change accuracy, the variable recorded on a support unit is a quantitative variable, the area of a landcover class gained or lost. In contrast, gross change accuracy focuses on a categorical variable representing a specific gross change transition of the individual units (e.g., a pixel has changed from forest to agriculture). For net change, we evaluate the map's accuracy in terms of a quantity of net change, whereas for gross change, we typically evaluate map accuracy on the basis of whether a particular category of change or no change has been correctly identified. An example of the data structure required to conduct a net change assessment is shown in Table 1 . Net change derived from the map for support unit u is denoted as m u , and r u denotes the net change derived from the reference data, where m u and r u may represent net change by area, proportion of area, or percent of area. Net change accuracy is based on the difference between these quantities, d u ϭ m u Ϫ r u .
Net change accuracy bears some resemblance to nonsite-specific accuracy, whereas the assessment of gross change is site-specific. Typically, "non-site-specific accuracy" is a phrase applied to quantities derived for the entire region mapped. For example, for a national land-cover map, comparing the area mapped as forest in the entire country to the actual forest area of the country is an example of nonsite-specific accuracy. The focus of net change accuracy on spatially aggregated data creates the resemblance to non-sitespecific accuracy. However, for net change accuracy, the non-site-specific label applies to each support unit, not the entire region, and net change accuracy characterizes a population of support units (e.g., a population of counties, subbasins, or 5 km by 5 km blocks). Clearly, net change accuracy is dependent on the support chosen for the assessment, and this support must be consistent with the user's intended application of the net change data.
Accuracy assessment of land-cover change is a nascent research area (Foody 2002 ) with much of the methodology focusing on gross change (Biging et al., 1998; Congalton and Green, 1999; Khorram et al., 1999) . Gross change accuracy assessments typically adopt the error matrix approach applied to accuracy assessment of single-date maps, with all possible land-cover transitions as well as no change outcomes comprising the categories represented by the rows and columns of the error matrix. Because gross change accuracy assessments target the individual pixel or polygon level of support, the sampling design for a gross change assessment will not yield adequate reference data for the larger support units that are desirable for a net change accuracy assessment. Although methods developed to address the objectives of gross change accuracy can provide some limited information relevant to net change accuracy, to better achieve the specific objectives of net change accuracy, we need a strategy different from the gross change protocols typically implemented in current practice.
We discuss four major components of a net change accuracy assessment: (a) metrics to quantify accuracy of net change, (b) formulas to estimate accuracy metrics from a sample, (c) sampling design options for collecting reference data, and (d) a protocol to evaluate different sampling design options at the planning stage. We first illustrate what the outcome of a net change accuracy assessment would look like by showing results for an example population. We next present the formulas for estimating accuracy metrics for stratified random sampling, followed by a general discussion of sampling design issues for net change assessments. Lastly, we demonstrate how to evaluate different sampling design options at the planning stage of a net change accuracy assessment.
Description of Population Used for Illustrating Net Change Accuracy
To illustrate the implementation and reporting format of a net change accuracy assessment, we use an example population in which map net change is derived from the 1992 National Land-Cover Data (NLCD) of the United States (Vogelmann et al., 2001 ) and a preliminary version of the 2001 NLCD (www.mrlc.gov), and reference net change is derived from the 1989 National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Coastal Change and Analysis Program (CCAP) and the same preliminary 2001 NLCD data. These choices of map and reference net change data are intended to create a plausible spatial distribution of disagreement, not to provide an actual assessment of an NLCD change product. By using the 2001 NLCD data to create both the map and reference net change, we hoped to produce a population for which net change accuracy would be higher than we would have obtained had we used an independent land-cover map to represent the 2001 reference population. As will be seen, the net change accuracy of our constructed population is still rather low.
The NLCD (Vogelmann et al., 2001 ) and NOAA CCAP (Dobson et al., 1995) land-cover classes were grouped into a simple classification scheme approximating Anderson et al. (1976) Level I to reconcile differences between CCAP and NLCD at the more detailed Level II classification (Table 2) . Forested wetlands were grouped with upland forest in this generalized scheme. The most significant disagreement between NOAA and NLCD generalized classes occurred with the agriculture class. The NOAA grassland class includes agricultural pasturelands as well as golf courses and the grass infields surrounding airport runways. The NLCD classification scheme attempts to differentiate between pasturelands and other grass-covered land uses. As a result, some areas labeled agriculture in the NOAA data will be labeled urban in the NLCD data. These conceptual differences will be responsible for some of the disagreement quantified in the map versus reference comparisons.
The example population consists of N ϭ 10,000, 20 ϫ 20 pixel blocks, with each pixel 30 m per side. The 20 ϫ 20 pixel (36 ha) support was chosen for this example population because it represents a support large enough to diminish the effect of mis-registration on the net change values derived from overlaying the two NLCD products, it is a manageable size for obtaining reference data in actual practice, and it is large enough to demonstrate practical features of the assessment. We noted in the Introduction that net change applications may require even larger support, but the basic properties of a net change assessment can be illustrated with the 20 ϫ 20 pixel support.
The population of 10,000 blocks was created by taking a simple random sample from a much larger population of 180,000 blocks located in the mid-Atlantic region of the United States (Figure 1) . Working with the smaller 10,000 block population considerably simplified data management and computations while still approximating the area distribution of land-cover as well as the frequency distribution of the magnitude of net change of the different land-cover classes found in the larger 180,000 block population. Alternatively, we could have selected a subregion of 10,000 contiguous blocks from the full set of 180,000 blocks. Identifying a subregion representative of the full population would have been difficult. Although a subregion of spatially contiguous blocks would represent some of the underlying spatial structure of the full population, this spatial structure is not relevant to the stratified random sampling design evaluated. We re-iterate that we created these reference and map net change populations to illustrate the proposed accuracy assessment methodology, not to provide an actual assessment of net change derived from the 1992 and 2001 NLCD products. An actual net change accuracy assessment would also have to confront problems of reference data quality such as interpreter error, spatial mis-registration, and temporal mismatch of reference data sources with the map net change coverage.
Quantifying Accuracy of Net Change
The primary metric we employ to quantify net change accuracy is the mean absolute deviation (MAD) between map and reference net change, as determined for a specified support. When combined with the structure of reporting domains, MAD provides the detailed description of accuracy necessary to understand the nature of map errors. MAD provides the wherewithal to evaluate if error is primarily associated with high change areas, for example, or if accuracy differs for areas showing net gain versus those showing net loss. We also discuss mean deviation (MD) as a useful secondary measure of net change accuracy.
Reporting Domains
Reporting domains are subsets of the data chosen to enhance interpretation of net change accuracy for a specific user's intended application. All support units within a reporting domain fall within a common range of magnitude and direction (gain or loss) of net change of a land-cover type (Table 3) . A support unit (e.g., a 20 pixel by 20 pixel block) may belong to more than one reporting domain. For example, a unit undergoing very little change will belong to the "low change" reporting domain of several different landcover classes (e.g., a support unit with a 0.5 percent gain in urban, 0.3 percent loss in forest, and no change in agriculture could belong to the "low change" reporting domain of all three of these land-cover classes). Reporting domains may be defined or revised after the data are collected, and the domains may be defined differently for different landcover types (e.g., the map net change breakpoints used to define the urban domains may differ from those used to define the forest reporting domains). Reporting domains differ from strata because reporting domains are employed in the analysis, not necessarily in the sampling design. By definition, strata directly influence the sample selection process and constitute a fixed structure of the sampling design. Many reporting domains will not be designated as strata. Whereas a unit can belong to several reporting domains, it must belong to exactly one stratum. Those reporting domains deemed especially critical may be defined as strata, but the number of reporting domains may far exceed the number of strata. Further details relating the stratified sampling design to reporting domains are addressed in a later section.
Mean Absolute Deviation and Mean Deviation
The mean absolute deviation (MAD) and mean deviation (MD) are derived from the difference d u ϭ m u Ϫ r u , where m u ϭ net change derived from the map, and r u ϭ net change derived from the reference data for each spatial unit u. MAD is the average of ͉d u ͉ and MD is the average of d u , where the average is over all M k units in the population belonging to the reporting domain.
The following detailed results, while specific to the example population defined, illustrate the general features of the net change, accuracy reporting format. Table 4 displays MAD and MD by reporting domain (Domain Set 1) for forest, agriculture, and urban net change, as mapped from the 1992 and 2001 preliminary NLCD at the 20 pixel by 20 pixel block support. MAD generally increases from the low change domains 3, 4, and 5 to the high change domains 1, 2, 6, and 7. This pattern of variation of MAD among domains illustrates the dependence of accuracy on the magnitude of the map net change. The large MAD values, particularly for the high change domains, suggest substantial disagreements between map and reference net change. For example, MAD is 11.6 percent for domain F1 (forest loss exceeding 15 percent), indicating that the reference change recorded on a support unit differs in absolute value from the map change by nearly 12 percent on average.
The mean deviation provides information on the directional tendency of the differences between the map and reference change. For the NLCD example (Table 4) , large negative values occur for domain 1 (high loss). This indicates that when the map shows large losses of a land-cover class, the actual net loss is typically less. Smaller negative MD values are found for domains 2 and 3, suggesting that the map net loss is generally still greater than the reference net loss, but the magnitude of the discrepancy is smaller for domains 2 and 3 relative to domain 1. Domain 4, which includes the map no change units, has small MD values for all three land-cover classes, indicating that the average reference net change for the domain is approximately the same as the average map net change. The MD results for the net gain domains (domains 5, 6, 7) are a mirror image of the net loss domains (domains 1, 2, 3). For example, when the map shows large gains in a class (domain 7), the reference data typically show much less area is actually gained, so MD is large and positive in domain 7. Because positive and negative deviations cancel, it is possible for MD to be near zero even if the map net change has significant error. For example, MD is Ϫ0.5 percent for the low change domain F4, but MAD for F4 is 4.4 percent. Although on average the map net change is only Ϫ0.5 percent different from reference net change, the mean of the absolute differences is a much higher 4.4 percent.
The magnitude of both MD and MAD should be interpreted relative to the net change of each reporting domain. For example, MAD of 3 percent may be construed tolerable error for the Ͼ15 percent urban gain domain (U7) if the average net gain in this domain is 20 percent. That is, a MAD of 3 percent is small relative to the 20 percent change for the domain. In contrast, MAD of 3 percent is likely unacceptable error for a low change domain (e.g., Ϫ2.5 percent to 2.5 percent net change) because the MAD of 3 percent is larger than the net change of the units within this domain.
The description of net change accuracy provided by estimating MAD and MD by reporting domains for each landcover class is very detailed and comprehensive, and an individual user will likely not be interested in every facet of this description. However, we should guard against oversimplifying the results by collapsing the information into just a few values to summarize accuracy, thereby obscuring potentially important results. Expending the effort and resources to conduct a quality accuracy assessment justifies a detailed descriptive reporting format, and different users will access these details to the degree required of their particular application and interest.
178 F e b r u a r y 2 0 0 6 PHOTOGRAMMETRIC ENGINEERING & REMOTE SENSING Other options exist for summarizing net change accuracy. For example, by categorizing net change we can construct an error matrix and produce the accompanying summary measures (e.g., overall, user's and producer's accuracies). This approach is strongly influenced by the number of categories defined and the boundaries chosen to categorize net change, and accuracy results may appear very different depending on the choices. Graphing reference net change versus map net change for each land-cover class provides a graphical depiction of net change accuracy. Pearson correlation (r) or the coefficient of determination (r 2 ) could be used to quantify the association between reference and map net change. Although very good for providing a quick, qualitative overview of accuracy, the graphical/ regression approach lacks the quantitative detail of the description provided by MAD and reporting domains. Willmott (1982) provides a good overview and critique of various metrics for describing agreement between two quantitative variables.
Estimating Accuracy from a Sample
In practice, a sample of support units must be selected and the accuracy metrics for each reporting domain are estimated from this sample. For reporting domains that have high priority but represent only a small proportion of area, stratification may be implemented to increase the sample size for these domains. In the NLCD illustration, high net change domains for selected land-cover types will be assumed to be a priority, and, therefore, prime candidates to be defined as strata. The motivation for stratification in this application is to improve precision of estimated accuracy for high net change domains within selected land-cover types. Specific stratum assignment protocols are discussed following presentation of the estimation formulas. The a priori design evaluation strategy described later in the article is intended to facilitate better-informed decisions regarding tradeoffs in precision between domains specified as strata and those not so designated. Cochran (1977, Section 5A, 14) and Särndal et al. (1992, p. 394) supply the basic theory for estimating MAD by reporting domains for stratified random sampling. A combined ratio estimator is used to estimate a domain mean when the domain is comprised of elements from multiple strata. Recall that d u is the difference between the map and reference net change. The population value of MAD (parameter) for domain k is then , where U k denotes the set of all M k elements in the population belonging to domain k. In words, population MAD is the total of the absolute deviations of all units in the domain divided by the number of units in the domain. To estimate MAD from the sample, it is useful to re-express MAD as follows. For support unit (block) u of stratum h, let y hu ϭ ͉d u ͉ if u is in domain k, y hu ϭ 0, otherwise, and let x hu ϭ 1 if block u is in domain k, and x hu ϭ 0, otherwise. Note that both y hu and x hu are 0 for any block not in domain k, and that blocks from more than one stratum may contribute to the results of a reporting domain. MAD for domain k can be expressed as (1) where U h is the set of all elements in the population belonging to stratum h, and H is the number of strata. The numerator of R k is the population total of the absolute deviations, , and the denominator is simply M k , the number of units in the domain. The stratified sampling, combined ratio estimator of R k , the population MAD, is
where and are the sample means of y hu and x hu in stratum h, respectively, and N h is the number of elements (blocks) of stratum h in the population. The estimated variance of is (3) where and are the sample variances of y hu and x hu in stratum h, is the estimated number of blocks in the domain (the denominator of ), and s xy,h is the sample covariance between y hu and x hu in stratum h, 
Sampling Design
Stratum Assignment Protocol Stratified sampling requires each element of the population to belong to exactly one stratum. For single date and gross change accuracy assessments, for example, each pixel can be assigned to a single stratum based on its category of mapped land-cover class or its category of mapped gross change. But the key information available to create strata for a net change assessment is a quantitative variable, and consequently devising a rule to assign each support unit to a single stratum requires different considerations. For example, a unit with both high forest loss and high urban gain would be a candidate for either a high forest loss stratum or a high urban gain stratum, so we must define rules for assigning such a unit to a single stratum. The quantitative character of the map net change information also requires deciding where to place the cut points defining the strata.
Two options for constructing strata are evaluated. In the first option, a sequential procedure is adopted. For example, suppose seven strata are defined with the following assignment sequence: (1) Ͼ15 percent forest loss, (2) Ͼ15 percent forest gain, (3) Ͼ15 percent urban loss, (4) Ͼ15 percent urban gain, (5) Ͼ15 percent agriculture loss, (6) Ͼ15 percent agriculture gain, and (7) all units not yet assigned in the first six steps ("catch all" stratum). At each step in the sequence, a support unit is evaluated to determine if it should be assigned to the stratum of record at that step. A unit having greater than 15 percent net loss of forest would be assigned to stratum 1 at the first step in the sequence. A unit not having greater than 15 percent net forest loss would be passed on to step 2. At step 2, if the unit has Ͼ15 percent forest gain, it is assigned to stratum 2. Otherwise, it is passed on to step 3. The process continues through step 6, and any units not assigned to a stratum by the end of step 6 are assigned to the "catch all" stratum in this example. This protocol satisfies the condition that each support unit will be assigned to one stratum. The assignment sequence may be chosen to suit the particular emphasis of a net change assessment. For example, if forest change is the highest priority, high forest net change strata (gain and loss) could be placed at the beginning of the sequence.
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An alternative stratum assignment procedure is to assign a unit to the stratum corresponding to the highest absolute value of net change (e.g., highest value among forest, agriculture, or urban net change). If the highest net change value does not exceed a specified threshold defining "high change" (e.g., 15 percent net change), or its highest absolute net change is for a land-cover class not targeted as a stratum, then the support unit is assigned to a "catch all" stratum. For example, if 15 percent net change is specified as the threshold defining high change, a unit that has 25 percent gain in urban, 16 percent loss in forest, and 4 percent loss in agriculture would be assigned to the high urban gain stratum. A unit with an 18 percent gain in urban, 20 percent loss in forest, and 3 percent gain in agriculture would be assigned to the high forest loss stratum. A unit with a 12 percent gain in urban, 8 percent loss of forest, and 6 percent loss of agriculture would be assigned to the catch all stratum because the maximum absolute net change does not exceed the 15 percent threshold.
Stratification based only on magnitude of net change without regard to land-cover class will be less satisfactory for the objective of estimating class-specific net change accuracy. For example, a two strata scheme consisting of a high net change stratum and a low net change stratum will not necessarily result in larger sample sizes in the high net change domains of each land-cover class. If forest change dominates the region, for example, this two strata scheme will produce few sample units belonging to the high change domains of the non-forest classes. A stratification assignment scheme targeting net change of specific land-cover classes provides greater control over the sample allocation to key domains, whereas a scheme that ignores land-cover class will result in a sample with a higher proportion of the sample allocated to the most common change domain.
Allocating the Sample to Strata
Once the strata have been identified, the next decision is how to allocate the sample among strata. Assuming that sampling costs are the same for all strata, the conventional guidelines for stratified sampling suggest allocating larger sample sizes to the more variable strata and to those strata deemed most critical to the objectives. The relevant stratum variance in this situation is the variance of ͉d u ͉ within each stratum. High net change strata will likely be a priority interest. At the design planning stage, accurate stratumspecific variances of ͉d u ͉ will rarely be available. Equal allocation of sample size to strata is a common default position in the absence of quality planning data.
Design Evaluation
The design evaluation presented focuses on precision for estimating MAD, but the evaluation protocol can be applied to any net change accuracy measure of interest. In our example demonstration, reporting domains are defined for three classes, forest, urban, and agriculture. Sampling design options are then evaluated based on precision of the MAD estimates for reporting domains of these three land-cover classes. The stratified sampling designs evaluated have different strata definitions, different protocols for assigning blocks to strata, and different sample size allocations.
The first level of evaluation is to examine the domain sample sizes likely to result from each design under consideration. Once map net change is known, it is possible to compute the expected sample size for each reporting domain of each land-cover type. The expected sample size provides a rough approximation to precision because a larger sample size generally translates into a smaller standard error. The expected sample size for a domain is computed as follows.
Let P kh ϭ the proportion of all blocks in stratum h that belong to domain k, and n h ϭ sample size in stratum h.
Then, the expected sample size for domain k is .
Consider a simple example in which there are three reporting domains (k ϭ 1, 2, and 3) and two strata (h ϭ 1,2), with P 11 ϭ 0.6, P 21 ϭ 0.3, and P 31 ϭ 0.1 in stratum 1, and P 12 ϭ 0.45, P 22 ϭ 0.5, and P 32 ϭ 0.05 in stratum 2. A stratified random sample of n h ϭ 100 blocks from each stratum will be selected. The expected sample sizes in each domain resulting from this design (with contributions from the two strata in parentheses) would be 105 (60 and 45) in domain 1, 80 (30 and 50) in domain 2, and 15 (10 and 5) in domain 3. These are expected (average) sample sizes over all possible samples. The actual sample size in each reporting domain will vary depending on the particular sample chosen. A more detailed assessment of different design options requires constructing a hypothetical population of reference data representing true net change. This allows precision of the estimated MAD for each reporting domain to be calculated. The effectiveness of this approach depends on constructing a hypothetical population that reasonably approximates the true net change. The goal is to create a population that reflects the magnitude and spatial pattern of the actual map errors to a close enough approximation that the general findings of the a priori evaluation will reveal preferred design options. If the hypothesized populations are reasonably representative of the true net change, general tendencies of the effect of number of strata, sample size allocation to strata, and stratum assignment protocol will be revealed.
The variance of , the estimated MAD for domain k is the basis for comparing different designs, (5) where x hu and y hu are as defined before Equation 1, is the population variance of y hu in stratum h, is the population variance of x hu in stratum h, S xy,h is the population covariance between y hu and x hu in stratum h, and R k is the true MAD for domain k.
represents the variability of the estimator over all possible samples that could be selected from the population using the design under consideration. In practice, is estimated by (see Equation 3 ) once a sample of blocks has been selected. At the planning stage, is the relevant quantity for comparison. The difference between the variances defined by Equations 3 and 5 is that the sample-based estimates of means, variances, and covariances are used in Equation 3 whereas at the planning stage, parameters of the hypothetical population are used in Equation 5.
When interpreting the results of the a priori design evaluation, we must recognize that the multiple objective nature of the net change accuracy assessment requires examining precision for a variety of domain estimates. No design option is likely universally best for all domains, and different options will favor precision of different domains. Therefore, the design should provide for precise estimates for the high priority domains, and acceptable precision for all other domains.
We illustrate the approach using the population of 10,000 Ϫ 20 pixel ϫ 20 pixel blocks described earlier.
Six stratification options are evaluated, three derived from the sequential assignment protocol, and three constructed using the maximum absolute net change criterion (Table 5) . Options A and D, which have seven strata, include all six
n h P kh possible high net change domains (i.e., high gain and high loss for each of the three land-cover types), whereas the five strata options (B, C, E, and F) eliminate the high forest net loss (F1) and high agriculture net gain (A7) reporting domains from the stratification because each of these two domains comprises a relatively large proportion of the population. Comparing options A, B, and C to options D, E, and F addresses the question of how the two stratification assignment protocols differ based on the precision of the MAD estimates. Comparing option A to B and option D to E evaluates the difference between a seven strata and five strata scheme. Lastly, comparing option B to C and option E to F evaluates the effect of defining the high net change threshold at 15 percent (B and E) versus 10 percent (C and F). The total sample size used for each design is 400. Each stratum has a sample size of n h ϭ 50 except for the "catch all" stratum, where the sample size is set to 400 -50*(H Ϫ 1), and H is the number of strata. Precision resulting from simple random sampling (SRS), also with a sample size of 400, serves as the baseline against which the stratified options are compared.
Results of the A Priori Design Evaluation Expected Sample Size
As an example of the results obtained for the design planning evaluation, the expected sample sizes for the seven reporting domains (Domain Set 1) of each land-cover class for stratification options A and B are shown in Table 6 . Because the forest domains are all relatively common, stratification does not produce a marked difference in the distribution of the expected sample size among the forest domains. The main advantage of stratification for estimating forest net change accrues to domains F6 and F7, where the expected sample size is increased markedly relative to SRS. The rare urban high-change domains also benefit greatly from this stratification. Both stratified options A and B have U1 and U7 identified as the first strata in the sequential selection, so these options ensure a sample size of 50 in each of these domains. Without stratification, most of the sample will fall in the prevalent low change domain of the urban class (U4). The stratified options do not increase the expected sample size above 30 in the other urban domains not targeted by the stratification, U2, U3, U5, and U6. The expected sample sizes for the agriculture reporting domains show a pattern similar to the urban results, with the high loss agriculture domain (A1) benefiting most from the stratified design.
Precision
The stratification options are next evaluated based on the domain-specific standard errors of the MAD estimator. The standard error for each domain estimate resulting from the stratified design is the square root of from Equation 5. This standard error is then scaled relative to the standard error expected from SRS based on the same overall sample size. If this relative standard error is greater than 1, the MAD estimator is more precise for SRS than for stratified sampling. Results for both Domain Set 1 and 2 are presented (Figures 2  and 3) . The figures should be examined for two key features: (a) how much does stratification improve precision for the high-change domains identified as strata, and (b) how much worse than SRS is the precision for those domains not defined as strata. 
Major comparisons
(1) A versus B and D versus E: effect of number of strata on precision (assignment protocol held constant).
(2) B versus C and E versus F: effect of high change threshold (15% or 10%) on precision.
(3) A versus D, B versus E, and C versus F: effect of assignment protocol on precision (assuming same number and identify of strata for each protocol). 2  112  65  91  133  214  228  303  5 3 5 4 1 3 9 5 2 6 7 8 7 2 6 2 9 3 3 6 4 4 4 6 2 2 4 7 5 1 5 9 2 2 2 3 1 5 7 5 7 5 7 1 3 9 4 4 0 3 7 5 0 5 0 1 3 A general impression immediately evident from the figures is that differences in the number and definition of the strata have a greater effect than the stratum assignment protocol on precision of the MAD estimates. The relative standard error lines for the stratified options group into three distinct pairs (A with D, B with E, and C with F), where the two options within each pair have the same number and identity of strata but a different stratum assignment protocol. A second major pattern readily discernible from the figures is that stratification, as expected, improves precision (relative standard error below 1) for those high net change domains targeted as strata, but diminishes precision (relative standard error above 1) for most other domains. This pattern of precision tradeoffs is characteristic of stratified sampling.
Beyond these general impressions, Figures 2 and 3 contain numerous other details of the relative precision of the different design options. For a particular design planning activity, these details are important and would be extensively studied. For a reader with only casual interest in the particular application, the details become overwhelming even for just six designs as discussed in our example. In the next paragraphs, we discuss some of these details to give the "flavor" of how the a priori design evaluation results are used, but stop short of the exhaustive discussion and interpretation one might employ before deciding on the design for an actual net change assessment.
We first focus on the Domain Set 1 results (Figure 2 ). For stratified options defined by the 15 percent threshold for high-change (options A, B, D, and E), the relative standard errors exceed 1 (i.e., the stratified sampling estimates are less precise than the SRS estimates) for domains 2 through 6 for all three land-cover classes. In contrast, options C and F, which have the 10 percent threshold for high-change, are more precise than the other stratified options for domains 2 and 6, and are more precise than SRS for domains F6, A2, and U2. The strata based on a 10 percent threshold channel part of the sample into domains 2 and 6, and this conveys better precision upon these domains than is achieved by the strata based on the 15 percent threshold. Not surprisingly, domains 1 and 7 are estimated more precisely when the strata are constructed based on a 15 percent high change threshold. That is, when a stratum and reporting domain align, that reporting domain is estimated precisely.
Compared to the 7-strata options (A and D), the 5-strata options (B, C, E, and F) have smaller relative standard errors for the domains not targeted as strata (domains 2 through 6). As expected, the 7-strata options provide better precision for domains F1 and A7 because these domains are specifically targeted as strata. Domain F1 (high forest loss) is still estimated more precisely by SRS than by being targeted as a stratum (with n h ϭ 50) in Options A and D because this domain contains a large percentage (16 percent) of the population of units.
For Domain Set 2, the high-change domains correspond directly with the strata defined in options C and F. The strata defined by options A, B, D, and E use the high-change threshold of 15 percent, and therefore do not exactly match the high-change domains 1Ј and 5Ј. As observed in Domain Set 1, the 7-strata options have poorer precision than the 5-strata options for those domains not corresponding to the strata (domains 2Ј through 4Ј). The 7-strata options are more precise than the 5-strata options for domains F1Ј and A5Ј. This is because the 7-strata options specifically allocate sampling effort to strata that will increase the sample size in these two domains. However, the precision for domains F1Ј and A5Ј is still poorer or little better than would be achieved by SRS because these two domains comprise relatively large proportions of the population. As expected, precision is better when the strata correspond exactly with the reporting domain. Options C and F, whose strata correspond exactly with domains F5Ј, A1Ј, U1Ј, and U5Ј, are more precise than the other options whose strata overlap, but do not correspond exactly with the high-change reporting domain based on 10 percent net change.
Although the two stratum assignment protocols, sequential and maximum net change, produce nearly similar relative precision for the domains not targeted as strata, they can differ in precision for those domains intersecting with the strata. For example in Domain Set 1, comparing just option A (sequential) with option D (maximum net change), the sequential assignment procedure has better precision for U7 but poorer precision for domains F1, F7, A1, and A7. For Domain Set 2, options C (sequential) and F (maximum net change) have strata that correspond to domains 1Ј and 5Ј. The sequential approach has better precision for the strata listed early in the sequence (U1Ј and U5Ј), and poorer precision for those domains appearing later in the sequence (F5Ј and A1Ј). These results suggest that listing a stratum early in the sequential assignment procedure succeeds in improving the precision of the estimates for that stratum. The improved precision for these strata is counterbalanced by poorer precision (relative to the maximum net change procedure) for strata placed later in the sequence.
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General Sampling Design Guidelines
The stratified design, as expected, improves precision for those reporting domains targeted as strata, with one exception. If the domain represents a large proportion of the population, the expected sample size for SRS may be larger than the sample size allocated to that domain by the stratified design. In such cases, little if any precision advantage accrues to the stratified design. This is most clearly demonstrated by domain F1 and stratified option A for which stratified sampling is actually less precise than SRS (relative standard error ratio of 1.05). Under option D for domain F1, this ratio is 0.99, indicating little advantage to stratification.
A second general recommendation is that as the number of strata increases, the relative precision for those domains not targeted as strata decreases (assuming n h is held fixed for all strata, regardless of the number of strata; e.g., n h ϭ 50 for each stratum excluding the catch all stratum). The comparisons of option A with B and option D with E evaluate this issue. For those domains not identified as strata, the relative standard error ratios are typically much smaller for the 5-strata options (B and E) than for the 7-strata options (A and D). This is directly observed from the much higher relative standard errors for options A and D in domains 2 through 6 (Figure 2 ) and domains 2Ј through 4Ј (Figure 3 ) in all three land-cover classes. When many domain estimates are required to describe accuracy of net change, using fewer strata leaves more of the sample in the large, catch all stratum thereby diminishing the precision loss in those domains not targeted as strata (assuming same total sample size regardless of number of strata). Unequal allocation of sample size to strata may more effectively use the sampling resources devoted to the strata. But unless a smaller overall proportion of the sample can be allocated to the target strata, the domains not identified as strata will still suffer diminished precision.
Looking at the results of both Domain Sets 1 and 2 in the NLCD example, stratified options C and F appear to be the best choice for providing a compromise between the gains and losses in precision stratified sampling will produce over the collection of reporting domains. Aiming to achieve a compromise based on precision for both domain sets is reasonable because different users may require different sets of reporting domains. Stratified options C and F, where the high change threshold is set at 10 percent, effectively spread the sample through a greater range of high change units than options based on the 15 percent threshold. Options C and F are consistently better than the other options for the lower change reporting domains (2 through 6 and 2Ј through 4Ј in Domain Sets 1 and 2, respectively), yet they still achieve some of the precision advantage desired for the high change reporting domains, even when the strata boundaries do not exactly correspond with the domain boundaries.
The results presented for the a priori design evaluation reflect theoretical relationships of stratified sampling and domain estimation. Cochran (1977, pp. 142-144) and Särndal et al. (1992, Section 10.7) provide entry points to this theory, and Kish's (1987, Sections 2.3-2.5 , and 7.3D) discussion of the precision of domain estimators for stratified sampling with proportional allocation is the treatment closest to the issues addressed by our design evaluation protocol. An advantage of the a priori design evaluation is that it quantifies these theoretical relationships and allows us to examine quantitatively the precision trade-offs of different design options.
Other Issues of Net Change Accuracy
Multiple Support Assessments The net change accuracy assessment protocol and results we present focus on a single support, the 20 pixel ϫ 20 pixel block. In reality, the interests of different users may motivate an assessment applicable to multiple supports. To create a multiple support assessment, each 20 ϫ 20 pixel block could be partitioned into 4 Ϫ 10 ϫ 10 pixel blocks to evaluate net change accuracy for a 10 ϫ 10 pixel support. The sampling design retains the stratification by 20 km ϫ 20 km blocks, but these blocks would now be regarded as primary sampling units (PSUs) and the 10 ϫ 10 pixel blocks as secondary sampling units (SSUs). Further division into 16 Ϫ 5 ϫ 5 pixel blocks, or even 100 Ϫ 2 ϫ 2 pixel blocks, would permit an assessment for still smaller support units. Extending the assessment to a support larger than a 20 ϫ 20 pixel block would be more difficult. For example, the sampling design based on the 20 ϫ 20 pixel blocks is not well suited to estimate reference net change for larger support units (e.g., a 10 km by 10 km block) because very few 20 ϫ 20 pixel sample blocks will likely be found in any given 10 ϫ 10 km block. Thus, reference net change will be estimated poorly for a given larger support unit. One solution to this problem is to construct the sampling design to ensure that the data are adequate to assess the largest support unit deemed important.
Combining Precision Results to Choose the Sampling Design
The relative standard error results displayed in Figures 2 and 3 highlight the tradeoffs in precision for the MAD estimates of different reporting domains. It would be possible to combine the relative precision results over all reporting domains and land-cover types to derive a composite precision index on which to base the final choice of sampling design. Constructing such an index requires imposing a weighting scheme that reflects the importance of each domain to the assessment objectives. For example, averaging the relative standard errors over all domains represents equal weighting of all domains, and, therefore, signifies that all domains are equally important to the objectives. More likely, the weighting scheme would place greater importance on precision of a few of the reporting domains, for example, the high change domains, and the composite precision index would incorporate different weights for different domains to reflect the heightened interest in accuracy of the high net change domains. The choice of weights will be highly dependent on the particular net change product.
Integrated Assessment of Net and Gross Change
The sampling design described for the net change accuracy assessment can be applied to simultaneously produce a traditional, site-specific assessment of gross change. The gross change assessment requires reference data for each pixel or polygon within each sampling (support) unit, whereas the net change assessment does not require reference data with this level of spatially explicit detail. The design discussed in this article constitutes a stratified, onestage cluster sample if used to assess gross change. Although the sampling designs proposed for net change accuracy assessment are adaptable to a gross change assessment, the converse is less likely to be true. The typical gross change accuracy sampling design likely does not provide adequate reference data to estimate reference net change at the larger support required for the net change assessment.
Summary
The accuracy of map net change is critical information for users investigating models, processes and drivers of net change. Several modifications to traditional methods for single date and gross change accuracy assessment are suggested when the objective is assessing accuracy of net change. The support unit on which net change is defined is determined by the applications for which the net change data will be used. The sampling design and description of accuracy are accordingly tailored to assess net change accuracy at this support. For net change assessments, the confusion matrix based measures used to summarize categorical accuracy of gross change and single date maps should be replaced by an agreement measure such as MAD that is appropriate for the quantitative variable represented by net change. MAD, estimated for user-defined reporting domains for each land-cover class of interest, provides the flexibility to tailor reporting domains to a particular user's interests to enhance the utility of the approach.
Stratified sampling is likely desirable to ensure that important, but often small reporting domains (e.g., high net change areas) are adequately represented in the sample. Stratified sampling requires consideration of how to define strata when the support units are not uniquely identifiable as belonging to non-overlapping subgroups of the population, and how to assign units to strata such that each unit is assigned to exactly one stratum. This feature of stratified sampling is rarely addressed in gross change and single date accuracy assessments. For a fixed total sample size, stratification improves precision for those domains targeted as strata, but has a detrimental effect on precision of other domains. Consequently, evaluating the anticipated precision of various stratified sampling options is a key element of the planning process. The design evaluation protocol prescribes a quantitative comparison of different stratification options and sample allocations, thus allowing a more informed choice of design. A general recommendation that achieves a compromise between the precision gains for the domains targeted as strata and the precision loss suffered by the domains not targeted as strata is to define as few strata as necessary. Strata should be limited to only the highest priority domains, and then only if the domain comprises a small proportion of the population.
The demand continues for accuracy assessments to accomplish an ever-expanding set of objectives. The most likely scenario in which a net change assessment will be implemented will not be as a stand-alone, single objective study, but as part of a more comprehensive, multi-objective assessment that also includes assessing single date and gross change accuracy, all possibly conducted at multiple support. To progress toward designs for such a comprehensive, unified assessment, strategies for accomplishing the individual components need to be constructed. The net change component developed in this article provides one building block for an integrated multi-date, multi-support accuracy assessment.
